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Just when this story should be complete something new and/or bizarre happens that causes it to go a bi t
further . Sorry about that, but we have a real mystery on our hands this time .

As you recall, in the last segment we noted that Swiss Post International (SPI) had issued 4 new label s
for use on postcards in Italy . Those of you that were at the AHPS convention in Milwaukee saw the booklets o f
SPI labels. I thought it would be nice to have some of the labels actually used on postcards so I prepared some
cards addressed to myself. Our researchers carried the cards to the Hotel Dino in Baveno, Italy, and poste d
them there .

Now, the Hotel Dino has on the wall of the
lobby a regular posting box for the Italian Posta l
System . We deposited some of the cards in that
box, "franked" with the new SPI labels. We
handed other cards in at the hotel desk, again
"franked" with the new SPI labels . This is where
things start to get a bit strange .

First, the cards handed in at the desk came
through in less than a week as with previous card s
posted there and transported by SPI . The cards
are postmarked in Locarno with the machine
cancel of the day. There is a new purple
handstamp on the cards, giving the return address of the SPI office in Baveno. I have not seen that before .
Perhaps the Swiss Post is now "coming out of the closet" as regards its operations in Italy??? This card i s
pictured in Figure 1 .

Now for the shock! The cards posted in
the Italian posting box seemed to hav e
disappeared . . .we heard nothing for over a
month . I assumed that they had been
destroyed, since SPI is really competition fo r
the Italian Postal System and the cards shoul d
not have been in that box. But then, the card s
began to arrive, clearly and neatly postmarke d
12 October 1998 in the Swiss village of
Chermignon! See Figure 2 .

I had never even heard of this village. On
the map I found it in the mountains betwee n
Sierre and Sion . . .nowhere near the Italia n
border . The question is obvious : How did my
postcards, dropped into an Italian postbox a t
the Hotel Dino, Baveno, Italy, end up at th e
post office of a tiny Swiss village in th e
mountains of Valais?

I will give one of the postcards to whoever
comes up with the best theory .

Figure 1 . Card mailed at the hotel desk .

Figure 2 . Card mailed in the Italian posting box .
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Helmut Neumann

by Rudy Schaelchl i
My interest in Swiss stamps started a full 5 0

years ago when I was a student at the Federal
Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich . I purchased a
sheet of Z 297 at the post office. The SwFr 1 .50 I
spent for that was a bargain, considering that th e
Swiss franken was worth 20 cents US at that time .

Returning to the States with my degree, I
started my career as a chemist . My interest in Swiss
stamps continued and I subscribed to the new issu e
service of the PTT in Bern .

After a few years they stated to send Christmas
cards to their customers with a set of cancelled
stamps. They are often found in Swiss sales circui t
books .

The Postal Service outdid themselves las t
Christmas when I received a small plastic music box
with Z 902 attached inside . The music box can be
wound up to play Brahms' "Lullaby" .

I'm sure other AHPS members had similar goo d
experiences with the Philatelic Service in Bern, and i f
you did, let us know. Can anyone say the same things
about the U.S. Postal Service?
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President's Musings
by Jim Anderso n

I'd like to start by thanking all of you who vote d
for me and the other officers . I realize that having no
opposition for any of the positions makes it less than
interesting to vote . I hope to change that over the next
years. I truly believe there may be people in ou r
organization who would wish to serve if they felt the y
could .

The convention in November at FLOREX will g o
on as scheduled. We have been in contact with th e
convention leadership and even though it will be thei r
last show, we will have frame allocations and be one
of the official meeting societies . Chuck LaBlonde wil l
serve as the judge representing our specialty . We wil l
again organize a Thursday seminar meeting to shar e
information and get more of a chance to see eac h
other. I have found this to be th e
highlight of every convention I
have attended .

There will also be a new
award, beginning at the
FLOREX convention . It will be
the AHPS novice award for Swis s
exhibits by members who have
not exhibited at a convention
before . The exhibit cannot have
gotten higher than a Silver at an y
other national show . It is my
hope that this will stimulate
more members to show smaller
specialized exhibits and jump i n
to exhibiting at our convention .
Since the FLOREX show is small
it will be important to send i n
exhibit applications as soon a s
they are released .

I would also like to get fee d
back from the membership on
interest in having a one frame
competition at our annual show .
This would even furthe r
encourage showing esoteric area s
of specialization or special
studies. We could have a one
frame Grand as well as judgin g
the others by national one frame
standards. Let me hear from
those of you who might be
interested and I'll see if we ca n
get it going as soon as possible .

My hope is that we can
continue the tradition of having a
fine society which promotes both
the study of Swiss philately as
well as the fun and relaxation w e
can all get from our hobby . As
you president, I want to seek to

improve both your enjoyment and sharing of ideas as
much as possible . Please let me hear from you .

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
by Rudy Schaelchl i

Jerry F. Eggleston got interested in the
Swiss semi-postal issues several years ago an d
joined the AHPS . His main interest, however, turne d
to the Admiral series and cherry red semi-officials of
Canada and the stamps of Norway . Presently he i s
exhibiting the Postal History of Jo Daviess County ,
Illinois and is working on the Postal History of
Summit County, Colorado . As the exhbit chairman of
ROMPEX in 1993, he enjoyed meeting and
corresponding with many AHPS members .
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Thanks from your Ex-president

by Dick Barton

I am not writing this as your president
because by the time you receive this issue of TELL ,
the new officers should have been elected and I will n o
longer be the president of AHPS . But I would like t o
take this opportunity to thank the officers for thei r
support and service over the past two years .

We have an excellent slate of nominees, wh o
will provide the leadership required over the next tw o
years. I have been asked why I did not stay in the jo b
for another two years. I believe that officers should
turn over in any organization to help maintain it s
vitality. Jim Anderson was interested in serving, s o
there was no reason to continue . I will continue to b e
active in AHPS, just in non-elected capacities .

The past two years have been fun and I have
learned a lot about AHPS, Swiss philately, and gotten
to know many of our members . We have had
successful conventions in San Francisco and
Milwaukee, both of which had very good attendance .
The one area that I would have liked to have done a
better job is the area of the elections. I would like to
see at least two candidates for every office except
president, and that one only because the vic e
president is elected with the expectation that they wil l
become president. I did not start asking for
nominations and informing the membership of th e
election process early enough to accomplish tha t
objective . Don't misunderstand me, I think the slat e
of nominees is excellent . My concern is that th e
members should elect the officers, not the nominatin g
committee . I will leave this issue for discussion by th e
officers over the next two years and see if the nex t
elections can be just that .

The annual meeting in Milwaukee was well
attended and the minutes were in the Novembe r
issue of TELL. One item that I would like to
comment on was the discussion held on counterfeit s
and expertizing . This is a growing problem and the
experiences shared were broad, pervasive, and scary .
Highlights were: Any certificate over 5 years old
should be renewed ; some certificates are counterfeit;
some experitizers that are no longer accredited by the
VSPV are still willing to issue certificates ; one
expertizer was suspended because of differences of
opinion ; a NY auction house regularly sells known
fakes. To top it off, after the meeting I asked Beatrice
Rölli-Schär, one of the judges, to critique my exhibit .
She pointed out a cancel that was a known fake ,
which I had a certificate on from a VSPV expertizer (a t
the time of certification, but no longer) .

The suspended VSPV expertizer mentioned
during the annual meeting was Kurt Kimmel .
Everyone at the meeting that had used Kurt was very
pleased with his work and we did not want to lose
him as an expertizer . I called Kurt to try t o
understand more about his situation and status .
Kurt acknowledged the temporary suspension, but i t
has been removed and he is now once again a VSPV
expertizer . The item in question was a modern issu e
which he felt was authentic, but others did not feel h e
should have expertized, because it was outside hi s
field of expertise (1843 - 1907 issues) . I wanted to
update this matter to the attendees and help th e
members understand that even the experts hav e
differences of opinions .

I say 'ciao' knowing that the society is in good
health and in good hands . It has been a pleasure
serving AHPS for the past 8 years as regional director ,
editor, vice president, and finally as president .

AHPS Auction 113 Prices Realize d
Closing Date October 15, 1998
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Swiss Mail Closing Label s
by Ernest L Bergma n

In the July '98 TELL member Grosso
questioned the purpose of a "seal" (Figure 1) with th e
inscription "Schweizerische Post-Verwaltung" an d
wanted to know what it is, what purpose or cinderell a
creation .

It is an official closing label issued by the Swiss
Postal Administration .

Ed Rüttiman described under the title "Di e
Postverschlusszettel" (the mail closing labels) si x
different labels with the first three being issued i n
1895 .

These special labels were and are essential t o
the Swiss Postal Administration, in order to preserv e
the postal secret, when re-sealing mail officiall y
opened for many different reasons .

Switzerland never had censorship of civilia n
mail . However, letters could be officially opened, fo r
instance, when damaged in transit and having n o
return address, or the letter deemed suspiciou s
pertaining to possible threats against officials ,
involving sabotage, espionage or even illegal money

Figure 4. Oran, Algeria,
April 1945, via Lyon, Basel
to St. Gallen. Censored in
Lyon (CONTROLÉ label &
oval "OUVERTLYY" stamp )
by Free French Authorities
after liberation. Also
inspected because of possible
illegal money transfer b y
Swiss PTT Administration in Basel where the 193 6
closing label was used .

transfers. Having such a label available made i t
possible to prevent problems for the postal service .

Every now and then ,
letters closed with thes e
labels can be found an d
often there is a "story"
behind the reason why
these letters were opened .
The descriptions of covers
of Figures 4, 5 & 6 makes
an attempt to do so.

Military mail
censorship was invoked i n
Switzerland only durin g
war-times when there
were foreign nationals
interned in camps in
Switzerland. These
internees were under th e
jurisdiction of the Swis s
army and its army mail
service, and therefore mai l
censorship could b e
invoked but only for soldier
mail .

With the exception of
one, all labels are printe d
in black on white, are 45 x
45 mm in size, gummed
and printed in strips .

The

	

first

	

label
(Figure 1) had the German
inscription

	

for

	

Swiss
Postal

	

Administration .
Another similar label (Figure 2) had the same
inscription but in French "Administration des Postes
Suisses" and a third label of this kind (not shown )
was red with the inscription "Schweizerische
Oberpostdirekion". These three labels each were
issued in numbers of 12,000 with 12 per strip . They
had to be cut .

In 1932 a new label was issued as shown in
Figure 3 with the German, French and Italian nam e
for Swiss Mail namely "Schweiz .Post - Postes Suisses -
Poste Swizzere" and posthorn above the Swis s
insignia . This label, as well as the next two, were
rouletted and 1 million each were issued in strips of 5 .

In 1936, the design was changed again . Now one
finds in the center the Swiss Cross in a shield-like
frame (Figure 4) .

In 1940, another change took place . This time
only Suisse, Schweiz, Svizzera (Switzerland) was
inscribed and the center showed the Swiss Cross in a
square and the letters "PTT" (Post, Telephone ,
Telegraph) below (Figures 5 & 6) .

	

(Cont . on Pg. 7 )

Figure 1 .

Figure 2 .

Figure 3 .
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Swiss Map 100 - The Swiss National Map on a CD-ROM

by Richard T. Hall
The Swiss Federal Topographic Service recently issued a CD-ROM version of their 1 :100,000 scale map .

To those of you familiar with the Topographic Service's maps, the 1 :100,000 scale maps are those with the re d
covers. As the scale tells you, these are quit e
detailed maps with a scale of 1 cm = 1 k m
which is equivalent to 1 inch = 1 .6 miles. It
takes 23 maps, each about 2 by 3 feet, to
cover all of Switzerland . The total extent of
Switzerland is about 360 km east-west an d
230 km north-south, so that at this scale, a
map of Switzerland would be about 11 .5 by
7 .5 feet .

In this new product all 23 of thes e
maps have been scanned in and seamlessl y
joined them into one huge map . Figure 1
shows the map of one of my favorite locations
in Switzerland, Kandersteg and the
Oeschinensee. The grid lines are 1 km apart .
The black and white copy loses clarity compared to the color version you see on the screen .

But what good is a huge map if you can't find anything on it . Here's the real advantage to this CD-ROM .
You can search for any location simply by
typing in its name, highlighting the name in
the list returned, and asking the computer to
show you that section of the map with the
desired location in the middle of your screen .
Figure 2 shows a screen print of the dialog
box for the location search . The databas e
has some 30,000 entries . A word of caution ,
however . You must know how to type in the
accented characters because the progra m
considers an umlauted u to be different from
an unaccented u . Thus if you type in Zurich ,
the program will tell you there are no entrie s
in the database with that spelling whereas if
you had typed in Zürich, it would have give n
you the city .

This figure brings up an important point .
languages German, French, and Italian . But the pop-up

Figure 3 - Dialogue box for distance measurement/cropped .

Figure 1 - Map of Kandersteg, cropped .

Figure 2 - Dialog box for location search/cropped .

The instructions on the screen are in one of thre e
menus at the top of the screen, even thoug h
they are not in English, are in the same
order as they are in English - File, Edit ,
View, Insert, Format, Tools, Window, Help .
That, coupled with intuitive icons, makes th e
program easy to use even if your French o r
German or Italian is minimal .

Similarly, if you want to know the
distance between two points, you can simpl y
trace the road between them using your
mouse and the distance in kilometers will b e
given. Figure 3 shows a screen print of th e
dialog box for the distance measurement .

Another capability of the program, but
one which I think will not be used a s
frequently, is area measurement . With this ,
you trace the outline of the location you wan t
to know the area of and the program wil l
return the area in square kilometers .
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Swiss Mail Closing Labels (continued from page 5) r

There is also a magnifier feature in the program. Figure 4 shows what resulted when I put the magnifie r

over the bridges of Luzern . You can pick out the Chapel Bridge if you look carefully . This gives you an idea of

the scale of these maps .
But what if you don't want such a fin e

scale? The CD-ROM also has the 1 :1,000,00 0
scale map on it . On this scale, 1 inch equal s
about 16 miles . Figure 5 shows the Interlake n
region at this scale . There is also a relief ma p
included at an even courser scale .

So if you like maps, or have troubl e
finding where that cover came from, and have a
minimal competency with the computer, thi s
new product is for you . It's not cheap however .
It costs SwFr 198 .- which is about $140 . You
can get it at most of the larger bookstores i n
Switzerland. I ordered mine from the Jägg i
bookstore in Basel using a credit card . They
charged me SwFr 22.- for the airmail postage
and handling, so the total bill came to $153 .

The CD-ROM runs on an IBM-compatible
machine with a 486 (or higher) processor with a
Windows 3.1, Windows 95, or Window s NT
operating system. It requires 8 MB of RAM an d
7 MB of free disk space and a monitor with VG A
color, 640x480 pixels and 256 colors (minimum) .

If you're interested in seeing samples from
the CD-ROM, visit the Topographic Service's we t
site at :

http : //www .swisstopo .ch/en/digital/SM100 .htm

Figure 5 - Screen example for 1 :1,000,000 scale/cropped .

Figure 4 - Dialogue box for magnifier/cropped .

Figure 5 . Fribourg, 11-20-1943 ,
to Swiss Red Cross, Help fo r
Prisoners of War, Geneva .
Opened by PTT in Lausanne, 10 -
25-1943, and closed with 1940
closing label . WHY? No postage
stamp and no indication why ,
very questionable return address ,
envelope liner not removed, a
must for and if Internee mail .

Figure 6. Vallorbe, 4-14-1954, registered t o
Honorable Sir, Italian Consulate, Lausanne .
Opened by PTT Lausanne, 4-14-1954, and close d
with 1940 closing label . WHY? Questionable
sender, location and registered, perhaps a possibl e
precaution to protect consulate ?
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"The New Letter Centers in Switzerland "
by Michael Rutherfoor d

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde from the Bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Societ y
(With Permission )

The separation of Post and Telecom along with the new organization attached thereto is the third major
overhaul of the Swiss postal system since the cantonal post . In 1849 the country was divided into 11 posta l
districts, based upon cantonal boundaries and political considerations . The next major reorganization came
over 100 years later in 1964 as the country was divided into 9 delivery zones based upon the needs of the pos t
and the Swiss railroads. Now we have 13 regions based upon optimal employment of availabl e
advances .

With only a week advance warning (PTA 53 of 22 December 1997), all the machine crown s
largest post offices were changed and a plethora of new hand cancels created on 1 January 1998 .

In order to understand this revolution we must look back to an article in the Swiss PT T
explained .

and 11 sub-centers with sorting
installations only. This organization
replaces the 11 postal districts of
1849 and went into effect 1 January
1998, at the same time the PTT
became "Die Post" and "Swisscom . "
Thanks to this new system, much of
which was already in place by July
1997, a letter is now touched only
twice by human hands: when the
mail box is emptied and when th e
letter is pushed through your mail
slot at home. This does not depend
upon distance . The new electronics ,
now able to read many hand-writte n
addresses, searches for street an d
house number in a file covering all of
Switzerland. The letter is coded i n
orange bar code right to the letter
carrier who will deliver it .

electronic

in the 23

Revue of
February 1995 . In the article the concept of "Briefpost 2000" was

Originally only 7 major post
offices had letter facing and canceling
machines along with letter coding
installations : Geneva 1, Lausanne 1 ,
Bern 1, Basel 2, Luzern 2, Zürich 1 ,
and St .Gallen 1 . To these the PT T
added six more : Biel 1, Aarau 1 ,
Bellinzona 1, Sion 1, Winterthur 1 ,
Chur 1 . Also new was the idea tha t
so-called "sub-centers" with lowe r
mail volume, only had sorting
machines installed. See the
accompanying map for the mai n
centers (H), the regional Centers (R )
and sub-centers (S) . Note there are 13
main and regional centers (the 13
named above) and 11 sub-centers .
(To date the installation at St .Morit z
has not been completed .) See map .

This way we have 13 region s
with cancel and coding installations

Figure 1 . PTT Postal Centers
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This code is read throughout the journey of the letter. This fine coding works for post offices that have 3 or mor e
letter carriers. The machines can read and code 12 letters per second which equates to about 10 million letter s
per day .

This new system has led to a variety
of new cancellations, some examples of
which are shown here .

Hand Cancels (Figure 2 . )

"Briefzentrum" ("Centre Courrier" , "Centro
Lettre") : These cancels are used only o n
items that the letter facing/canceling cannot
handle . . .too thick, thin, large, small, har d
or soft . At the post office counter the norma l
postmarks are still in use .

"Massenannahme" : Used on paperwork fo r
packages . There are two types, with and
without "Briefzentrum." Seven of the
centers will not have this marking .

"Facher" :Used on the reverse of items for
routing and rerouting purposes .

Markings previously used for these purposes wil l
disappear . Note in the lower part of the new han d
cancels, where the postal district used to appear ,
there is now just a sequential integer . It is
possible that all new hand cancels will follow thi s
system in the future . All of these cancels can be
obtained by collectors on cards and letters .

Machine Cancels (Figure 3 . )

In all 23 letter centers the 22mm and 28 m m
diameter machine cancel crowns changed the nigh t
of 31 December 1997 . (The Winterthur 1 crown
was only in use for 7 months!) Giovanni Balimann
discovered that they forgot the 28mm crown in
Chur.

Biel/Bienne 1 : This town has always been a
special case with the postmarks having both
German and French text. The new postmarks ar e
either French or German, except the "Facher "
marking. One wonders how these new crowns wil l
be matched to the language of future machine
cancel crowns?

(Translator's Note : This short review is only th e
tip of a very large iceberg. Readers who might
want to know more, please write. I have some of
the new cancels available, especially from Geneva ,
for anyone who would like to have one . The
situation is still evolving and there will no doubt
be further developments by the time this appear s
in Tell . This is being written on 1 March 1998 . )

Figure 2 . Hand cancel, showing new numbering system .

Fig . 3 . All of the cancel machine crowns-28mm and 22mm .
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AHPS Auction 11 4

The Zumstein 1999 Switzerland catalog is the basis for the value column except where noted ; the

conversion rate used is SFr . 1 = US$ .70 .

Please send your bids to Bruce Marsden, AHPS Bids, 1920 Carmelita Ave ., Burlingame, CA 94010 or b y

email to bmarsden@slip .net . Bids must be received by February 15, 1998. All lots are illustrated at our

new web address : http://www.slip.net/~bmarsden/AHPS If you do not own a modem-equipped compute r

with Internet access, inquire at your local public library as many libraries are installing Internet access fo r

public use. Alternatively, send me an SASE and I will send a black&white print out of lots you are

interested in .

I am pleased to present an all new selection of offerings including several from first-time consignors . I

call your particular attention to an extensive selection of classic Rayon and Strubel issues . The next auction

will contain more extensive selections of the Sitting and Standing Helvetia issues for those specialists .

For the first time, after the closing of Auction 113, I have submitted all unsold lots to the On-line Auctio n

conducted by Philatelists .com, one of the leading on-line collectibles auction sites . Philatelists .com

graciously waived their usual signup fees and while their commissions will consume part of the Society's

share of the commission, I am hopeful that this experiment will result in more sales for our consignors .

Consignments are wanted for the May/June '99 auction . The material most likely to sell is the unique an d

seldom seen and items in top quality . Seconds, spacefillers, etc. are not in demand from our members . The

consignment deadline is February 1, 1998 . Consignments will be immediately acknowledged by return

postcard . Please mail to : Bruce Marsden, AHPS Auction, 1920 Carmelita Ave ., Burlingame, CA 94010.

Remember bid high and hid often! And thank you for your suppport .

Indicated

Lot

	

Description

	

Value

	

Reserv e

Classic

1

	

Zst . 15IIa (Sc . 7) 5rp . blue, horizontal pair on cut down cover, types 29 & 30 with PD in oval
cancel A & E Gr . 13/B #27 . Margins at bottom and sides but cut into to at top . Ziegler
certificate . '92 Zst Spec. Sfr . 2200 for pair

2

	

Zst . 16II (Sc . 8) Type 19 Stone A2 Position LU, 10¢ yellow, black & red, used, blue PP of
Messin cancel, top cut in, close at right, rare cancel, Ziegler cert . SBK '98 Sfr . 44 0

3 Zst. 1611 (Sc . 8) Type 30 Stone A2 Position LO, 10¢ yellow, black & red, used, Red PD o f
Fribourg cancel, top cut into, cut along frameline at left, but part of stamp below, fresh an d
attractive cancellation, Ziegler cert . SBK '98 Sfr . 440

4

	

Zst. 16II (Sc . 8) Type 21 Stone A3 Position LU, 10¢ yellow, black & red, used, blue federal grill ,
cut into bottom and along right frameline, fresh for this rare stone, SBK '98 Sfr . 75 0

5

	

Zst. 16II (Sc . 8) Type 23 Stone B Position LU, 10¢ yellow, black & red, used, blue federal grill ,
cut slightly into frameline at upper right, thick paper, SBK '98 Sfr. 350

6

	

Zst. 1611 (Sc . 8) Type 40 Stone D Position LO, 10¢ yellow, black & red, used, blue federal grill ,
cut slightly into frame at right, SBK '98 Sfr . 200

7

	

Zst. 16II (Sc . 8) Type 9 Stone E Position LU, 10¢ yellow, black & red, used, somewhat heav y
black federal grill, 4 margins including 3 cutting lines . SBK '98 Sfr. 200

8

	

Zst . 16II (Sc . 8) 10 rp . yellow used, VF +, 3 cut lines with adequate margin at bottom, '99 Zst Sfr .
160

9

	

Zst . 1611 (Sc . 8) Type 13, Stone E, Position RO, 10 rp ., Yellow, black, red, used, black
straightline town cancel, ***TWYL, 3 frame lines, F-VF, '98 SBK Sfr . 200

10 Zst . 16II (Sc . 8) 10 rp . yellow used, vertical pair, Stone D, types 25 & 33 . Cut at an angle to just
inside the frame lines at top right and bottom left, otherwise good margins . '92 Zst Spec . Sfr . 45 0
for pai r

I1

	

Zst . 17II (Sc . 10) Type 3 Stone C2 Position LO var. I .01, 5¢ blue & red, used, black grill, 3
margins, in at left, '98 SBK 200

1540 25 0

308 6 9

308 6 0

525 7 9

245 6 9

I40 5 9

I40 5 9

112 I10

I40 40

3I5 I20

I40 59
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Indicated
Lot

	

Description

	

Value

	

Reserv e

12

	

Zst. 1711 (Sc . 10) Type 38, Stone B3, Position RU, 5 rp, Blue and red, used, black grill, tw o
frame lines left & right, F, '98 SBK Sfr . 37 5

13

	

Zst. 18 (Sc . 11) small 15 rp . vermillion Rayon III, two cut lines, just touches frame at lower left,
blue grill cancel, signed Richter, '99 Zst Sfr . 900

Strubels

14 Zst . 21G (Sc . 35) 2¢ grey, unused, NG, fresh, 4 frame lines, VF '98 SBK 35 0
15 Zst . 21G (Sc . 35) 2¢ grey, used, Solothurn CDS, 2 frame lines, F '98 SBK Sfr. 75 0
16 Zst . 22A (Sc . 15) 5¢ brown, unused, NG, missing silk thread, 2+ frame lines, thin at top, F '9 8

SBK Sfr. 700

17 Zst . 22A (Sc. 15) 5¢ brown, used, black grill cancel, 4 margins, VF, '98 SBK 180
18 Zst . 22B (Sc . 20) 5¢ brown, used, black grill cancel, almost 3 frame lines, F-VF, '98 SBK180
19

	

Zst . 22B (Sc .20) 5¢ brown, used, black grid cancels, 2+ frame lines, cut in at top right, '99 Zst .
Sfr. 190

20 Zst . 22C (Sc . 24) 5¢ brown, unused, NG, creased, missing silk thread, left sheet margin, 3 +
frame lines, F-VF, '98 SBK 55 0

21

	

Zst . 23A (Sc . 16) 10¢ blue, used, black grill, 3+ frame lines, F-VF '98 SBK Sfr . 6 5

22

	

Zst. 23B (Sc . 21) 100 dark blue, used, black grill cancel, 2+ frame lines, F '98 SBK Sfr . 16 0
23

	

Zst. 23Ca (Sc . 26) 10¢ pale blue, used, black grill cancel, 4 frame lines, two with fain t
impressions, VF, '98 SBK Sfr. 190

24 Zst. 23CE (Sc . 26) 10¢ blue, used, SON Sembach CDS, 2++ frame lines, F-VF '92 Zst . Sfr . 50

25 Zst. 23E (Sc . 27a) 10¢ blue, used, CDS, 3++ frame lines, F-VF '98 SBK Sfr. 550
26 Zst. 23 EB (Sc . 27a) 10¢ blue, used, Luzern box cancel, 2++ frame lines, F-VF, '92 Zst . Sfr . 55 0

27 Zst. 23F (Sc . 27a) 10¢ blue, used, black grill cancel and edge of red transit marking, 4 frame
lines, bottom albino, VF '98 SBK 130 0

28

	

Zst. 24A (Sc . 17) 15¢ rose, used, black grill cancel, almost 3 frame lines, F-VF, '98 SBK 23 0
29

	

Zst. 24Aa (Sc . 17a) 15¢ pale rose, used, blue grid cancel, 2+ frame lines, F, '98 SBK Sfr. 800
30

	

Zst. 24BB (Sc . 22) var. 2.04, 15¢ lilac rose, used, black grill, 2 frame lines, worn plate '92 Zst .
Sfr . 17 0

31

	

Zst. 24D (Sc . 28) 15¢ pink, used, CDS, 2++ frame lines, minor stain, possible thin under HR ,
signed ABT, '98 SBK 80

32 Zst . 24Gc (Sc . 38) 15¢ dull rose, used, St Ursanne CDS, 3 frame lines, F-VF, '92 Zst . 8 0

33

	

Zst . 25B (Sc . 23) 20¢ orange, used, black grid cancel, just 4 frame lines, face thin in right border
just above loose silk thread, '99 Zst . Sfr . 22 0

34 Zst 25B, 23C (Sc . 23, 26) 20¢ orange and 100 blue, used on cut to size piece, Lugano CDS, 2 and
4 frame lines, respectively, F-VF, attractive, '92 Zst . Sfr . 270

35 Zst . 25G (Sc . 39) 20¢ orange, used, 1857 CDS, 3++ frame lines, VF '98 SBK Sfr . 100
36 Zst . 26Aa (Sc . 18) 40¢ pale green, used, black grid cancel, 2+ frame lines, F, signed Buhler, '9 8

SBK Sfr . 1700

37 Zst . 26C (Sc . 29) 40¢ green, used, black grill cancel, 2+ frame lines, F-VF '98 SBK Sfr . 12 0
38

	

Zst . 26Ga (Sc . 40) 40¢ green, used St. Gallen cds, 3 frame lines, '99 Zst . Sfr . 11 0

39

	

Zst . 27C (Sc 30) 1 Fr . grey violet, used, black grid, thins, '99 Zst . Sfr. 130 0

40 Zst . 27CB (Sc . 30) 1Fr . pale bluish grey, used, Basel CDS, 2 frame lines, thin, minor corner
crease, F, '92 Zst . Sfr . 1300

Sitting Helvetia

41

	

Zst . 29 (Sc 42) 3¢ black, MNH block of 4, F-VF, small paper inclusion affecting back of just on e
stamp, '99 Zst. Sfr . 7 5

42 Zst . 35 (Sc . 48) 60¢ bronze, used, CDS cancel, F-VF '98 SBK 240
43

	

Zst . 36a (Sc 50a) 1 Fr . bronze, used, cds . upper right corner rounded, '99 Zst . Sfr . 55 0

44 Zst . 42c (Sc . 58) 40¢ grey, used, GENEVE TRANSIT boxed cancel, UL corner rounded, thin ,
'99 Zst. Sfr . 200

262 70

630 200

245 7 6
525 15 0

490 15 0

126 3 9

125 4 5
133 20

385 105

45 22

112 3 4
133 48

35 1 9

385 11 5

385 11 9

910 31 0

161 4 8

560 16 5

119 5 9

56 2 3

56 2 8

154 50

189 55

70 25

1190 440

84 2 0

77 1 7

910 5 0

910 99

53 1 5

168 5 4

385 5 0

140 20
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Indicated
Lot

	

Description

	

Value

	

Reserv e

Cross & Numerals, Standing Helveti a

45 Zst . 55 (Sc. 79) 10¢ rose, used, CDS, centered to right , VG '98 SBK 120
46 Zst . 57 (Sc. 81) 15¢ yellow, used, Basel CDS, F-VF '98 SBK 450
47 Zst . 67B (Sc. 90) 25¢ green perf 9-1/2, unused, disturbed gum, centered to top, just F, '98 SB K

50 0

48 Zst . 69D 40¢ grey, unused, some og, centered to top, F '98 SBK 10 0
49 Zst . 70B (Sc. 92) 50¢ blue perf 9-1/2, used, CDS, just 2 short perfs for this tough issue, centered

to top, F '98 SBK Sfr . 57 5

50 Zst . 71B (Sc. 93) 1 Fr . claret perf 9-1/2, used, SON Geneve CDS, nice F-VF centering, prett y
good perfs for this issue, top right perf crease, still on the whole a quite attractive example for
this issue, '98 SBK Sfr . 145

51

	

Zst . 76F 40¢ grey, unused, HR, og, minor natural gum bend, F-VF, '98 SBK Sfr . 6 5
52 Zst . 92C (Sc . 11 la) 3 Fr . brown, used, SON CDS, F-VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 290

UPU and Later Regular Issues

53 Zst . 114 (Sc . 141) 70¢ brown & buff, unused, disturbed og, F-VF '98 SBK 20 0
54 Zst . 166z .1 .09 (Sc . 203a) 2 Fr. black and red, red shifted to lower left, used, corner CDS, F-VF,

'92 Zst. Spec . Sfr . 51 0
55 Zst . 179 (Sc . 185) 10 Fr . green, unused, og, fresh and VF '98 SBK 40 0
56 Zst . 205y (Sc . 232 var.) 20¢ red, unused, VF fresh color HR, '99 Zst Sfr. 162. 5
57 Zst . 205y (Sc. 232 var.) 20¢ red, unused, LH F-VF '98 SBK 32 5
58

	

Zst . 318 .1 .11 (Sc . 349), 25¢ red, black, grey, with dramatic upward shift of black color, corne r
CDS, F, '92 Zst . Spec . Sfr . 409

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, Other Semi-Postals

59 Zst . WI I & II, 10¢ brown, 10¢ green, Pro Juventute forerunners with German and Frenc h
inscriptions, unused, HR, F-VF, '99 Zst . Sfr .6 8

60

	

Zst . WI 10-11 (Sc . B 10-11) 1918 Pro Juventute set, unused, HR, VLH, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 5 0

61

	

Zst . WI/9 1960 Pro Juventute "Golden" Booklet VF '99 Zst Sfr . 3 5
62 Zst . WI/10 1961 Pro Juventute "Golden" Booklet VF '99 Zst Sfr . 3 5
63 Zst . WI/11 1962 Pro Juventute "Golden" Booklet VF '99 Zst Sfr . 3 5
64 Zst . WÚ12 1963 Pro Juventute "Golden" Booklet VF '99 Zst Sfr . 4 0
65

	

Zst . WI 236-9 .1 .09 (Sc . B402-5) 1971 Pro Juventute set in lower left marginal blocks with first
day cancels, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 12 . 5

66 Zst . WII 102 (Sc . B297) MNH Owl Pro Patria Souvenir Sheet '99 Zst Sfr . 55
67 Zst . WII/1 1990 Pro Patria Booklet VF '99 Zst . Sfr. 2 0
68 Zst . WIII 11 (Sc . 242) Aarau 1938 SS, unused, LH '99 Zst . Sfr . 4 5
69 Zst . WIII 18 (Sc . B132) Geneva SS used with FD cancel, small thin, otherwise VF '99 Zst . Sfr .

80
70 Zst . WIII 18 (Sc . B132) Geneva SS unused, LH VF '99 Zst. Sfr . 45
71

	

Zst . WIII 31 (Sc . B178) unused VF IMABA Sheet '99 Zst Sfr . 65
72 Zst . WIII 35 (Sc . 352a) Lausanne 1955 SS, unused, LH, mount glazing in corner, '99 Zst . 75

Postage Du e

73

	

Zst . P6 .I .K (Sc . J6) 20¢ blue, defects in numeral "2" similar to P2I .2.02 used, box cancels ,
centered to left, '99 Zst . Sfr . 9

74

	

Zst . P7I (Sc . J7) 50¢ blue, unused,NG, one short per f - top right, VF centering for the issue, '9 8
SBK Sfr . 600

75

	

Zst . P8 .I .N (Sc . J8) 100¢ blue, broken 0 variety, used, box cancel, F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 27 . 5

76

	

Zst . P8 .Il .N (Sc . J8) 100¢ blue, used, CDS, F, '99 Zst . Sfr . 200

84 24
315 90
350 98

70 1 8
402 11 0

101 29

45 1 5
203 50

140 29
357 7 0

280 100
114 5 0
227 5 8
286 100

48 1 0

35 8

25 1 4
25 1 4
25 1 4
28 3 2

9 5

39 30
14 5
32 3 8
56 4 5

32 3 5
46 3 0
53 4 8

6 ope n

420 11 0

19 ope n

140 40
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3 2

3 2

Value

8

8

Indicate d
Reserve

64 1 0

109 50

27 1 0

39 20

53 3 5
82 40

98 20

25 20

35 3 0

35 3 0

18 9

71 1 5

63 1 3

13 open

245 5 0

60

100

46 1 0

30 1 8

21 1 4

192 5 0

2 5

2750 200

77

	

Zst. P20GII .N Typ II, (Sc . J26) 50¢ olive green & red, MNH horizontal pair, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 46

78 Zst. P20GII.K Typ II, (Sc . J26) 50¢ olive green & red, MNH horizontal pair, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 46

Lot

	

Descriptio n

79 Zst. P20Gc.ll (Sc . J26) 50¢ olive green & red, 4 MNH copies, 1N, 3K, F-VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 9 2

Tete Beche - Se Tenant - Interspace pairs - Booklets

80 Zst. K9 unused VF, hinge remnant, '99 Zst Sfr . 15 5

81

	

Zst. K16 .2 .01 20¢ on 25¢ used block of 2 pair on piece, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 3 8

82 Zst. Z2 unused VF, '99 Zst Sfr . 5 5
83 Zst. Z10-12 unused, VF set of three, '99 Zst Sfr. 7 5

84 Zst. Z16-18y unused, VF set of 3, Z16 LH, others NH, '99 Zst Sfr . 117 . 5

85 Zst . S12 1915 Pro Juventute unused VF HR, 4 teeth separated at lower right, nice appearance ,
bargain reserve, '99 Zst . Sfr . 14 0

86 Zst . S35 unused, VF very small hinge disturbance '99 Zst Sfr. 3 5

87 Zst . S39 unused, VF very minor hinge disturbance '99 Zst Sfr. 50

88 Zst . S41 unused, VF minor hinge disturbance '99 Zst Sfr . 50

89 Zst . Markenheften 53 1970 Buildings Definitive Booklet VF '99 Zst . Sfr . 25

Official s

90 Zst . Dll 4, 23z, 15¢ and 20¢ perforated officials used on piece, Bern CDS, F-VF, '99 Zst . Sfr .
10 1

91

	

Zst . Dll 4, 15¢ orange perforated official, used on piece, Bern machine cancel, F-VF, '99 Zst . Sfr.
90

92 Zst . Dll 5, 23z . 20¢ red perforated official on used on 2 pieces, Bern CDS, F-VF, '99 Zst. Sfr . 1 8

93 Zst . DllI 2, 14 .1A.01, 10¢ green and Fr . 5 blue League of Nations used on parcel card addressed
to US, Fr . 5 stamp has downward shift in overprint. Parcel card has numerous creases, one o f
which affects right of Fr . 5 stamp, '99 Zst . Sfr . 35 0

Cover s

94 Stampless folded letter to Brandschenke, Zurich 7 Aout 1839 cancel . Red manuscript 5 . "Boite "
stamp, meaning it was found in a postal box on reverse . Interesting marking .

95

	

Stampless official letter dated 24 January 1868 with the following markings : blu ova l
OFFICIALE, blu straightline ALLA MUNICIPALITA DI, blk LUGANO 1.II.68 CDS, bl u
CANTON TICINO DEPARTIMENTO FINANZE, blk oval GERRA-GAMBAROGNO, -
AGADINO cd s

96 Zst . Wll 61-65 (Sc . B222-6) 1953 Pro Patria set used on 1.VIII.53 cover from Basel to Canada,
Montreal reg'y and Windsor receiving marks . Cover trivially wrinkled, small stain from self -
adhesive price tag in lower right . Stamps VF . '99 Zst. Sfr . 65

97 Zst . WII 91-95, WIII 38 (Sc . B282-6, 371a) 1959 Pro Patria and NABAG SS franking cove r
postmarked Zurich Flughafen 23 .VI .59, on cover '99 Zst Sfr . 4 3

98 Three covers to US hearing Zst 769 1988 Tinguely joint issue (France) art stamp and other
values, cancelled by K-cancels of LAX, LES BIOUX, ZENEGGEN, '99 Zst . Sfr. 29 .6

Miscellaneous & Liechtenstein

99

	

Zst . PF1 - purple lilac 1871 French internees' Gratis label, unused, og, imperforate, '99 Zst Sfr.
275

100 1982 PTT Annual Booklet including all 28 stamps issued that year mounted in attractive re d
folder, includes interspace pair Z . 668-9, all stamps VF, MNH stamps cat '99 Zst Sfr . 37 .3 0

101 Donation Auction remainder: 31 Unsold lots circulated in a sales book . These are the
remainders . Highlights: Zst 1711 used, 25Fa used, 8 other Strubels, 63A used, 135 .2A.01 unused ,
253 .2 .01 unused, F2 unused but "as is", '99 Zst . Sfr. 3985, Marked $800

January 1999
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The Graf Zeppelin Flights to Switzerland in 1929

by Michael Peter

The exquisite countryside and the fantastic views from the Zeppelin in the sky made Switzerland a
frequent destination for the Graf Zeppelin . The proximity to Friedrichshafen (the home base of the Graf) was
another important factor .

I am going to begin with the first four trips by the Zeppelin to Switzerland on September 26, 27, 28, an d
October 2, 1929 .

For the Zeppelin enthusiast, the bibles of our hobby are the Sieger and Michel catalogs . However, these
catalogs don't do justice to the early flights over Switzerland and the wealth and scope of these flights . Thanks
to Roland Kohl and his associates in Switzerland we have the Swiss Airmail Handbook . It is this reference
book that gives more detail to these important flights . To obtain specific information in regards to the mai l
drops and the type of cancellations in the various drop cities that are known to exist I suggest the reader go t o
this Handbook .

During these first four flights, mail drops were made to various cities in Switzerland . Many believe thes e
mail drops were actually test drops . However, no official documents exist from the German postal authoritie s
to the Swiss PTT to support this theory .

The majority of the mail dropped, originated from the passengers and crew (many of the crew were agent s
for well known dealers of Zeppelin mail), however collectors who sent their postcards and letters to th e
Friedrichshafen post office and asked for transportation on the Zeppelin were obliged.

The first Swiss flight of 1929 was a significant flight, due to the fact for the first time the Graf Zeppeli n
had a full time Post Office on board. Previously, the Post Office was on board for special flights only .

In addition, the German postal authorities did not establish postal rates for Zeppelin mail . This was no t
done until after the Fourth Swiss flight on October 6, 1929. Thus, cards and letters from these flights ha d
various kinds of franking: German, Swiss, combination of the two or none at all . The phrase "wild franking
days" was due to the lack of franking regulations during this short time period .

German stamps were canceled with the on-board canceler, of which there were several types . Swiss
stamps were canceled where mail was found after it was dropped . German franking is more frequent than
Swiss. It has been reported that the Swiss PTT made a complaint concerning the exclusive use of Germa n
stamps in these early days.

Most mail was dropped in mailbags . The local post office authorities then took this mail back to the pos t
office where it obtained an arrival postmark . The mail drop at Fribourg on the First Swiss Flight on Septembe r
29, 1929 made for an interesting story as the mailbag fell into the town fountain. Needless to say, many of
these cards and letters are not in great shape . Besides only 23 cards and letters were dropped at Fribourg .

In addition to the mailbag drops, single postcards and letters were dropped . Many of these single cards
and letters make for very interesting items because the finder usually made a note of his name and address
and the place where he found the item. Thus we have items: "found in my garden" or "found hanging in a tre e
in my back year." (Figure 1 .) In most cases, the finder brought the mail to the cancel . Examples exist where
this mail was not taken immediately to the post office and to post offices in different locations .

For the Third Swiss Flight of 1929 on September 29 we have a very interesting story in regards to th e
items "supposedly" dropped at the Egergletscher and Jungfraujoch . An official letter regarding this drop mail
trranslates as follows :

"1. The Post Master at the Eigergletsher reports that the cards and letters have been
transmitted to her by train from the Scheideg, all in all 30-40 pieces, mostly cards .

"2. The Station Master and the Post Master at the Jungfraujoch reports that about 25 cards
have been given to him by railroad workers for forwarding .

"This mail must have been dropped from the airship over the Kleine Scheidegg and found b y
tourists or guests . The Post Office at the Scheidegg was closed on September 28 . "

The most recent Sieger catalog values these pieces at 19,500 DM . These prices are on par with catalog
prices of a Hindenburg crash cover . According to the official document these pieces were not even dropped at th e
Eigergletscher or Jungfraujoch . In addition, the number of pieces the Post Masters are estimating cannot b e
correct. We would see more of them in the marketplace if those numbers were correct . Sieger notes that 2 0
were dropped at both locations .

In conclusion, these early Swiss Flights and the "wild drinking days" made for some interesting mail . I
am planning on doing some additional research on the drops of the First Swiss Flight of 1929 (9/26/29) a t
Neuchatel and Fribourg . If you have items from these drops in your collection I would appreciate it if you woul d
send me copies at my address : Michael Peter, P .O . Box 50256, St . Louis, MO 63105 USA.
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Only Type I (Swiss franked) mail exists with the arrival cancel found below :

Arrival Cancel (Enlarged)

Reverse side of card (reduced)
has the notation (translated) .

Today this card fell in a flowerbed
in my garden. Written by the finde r

of the card .

Type l card . On Board and arrival cancel .
There were passengers and crew, who preferred to drop their mail withou t
reference to anyone. The rearmost gondola was a favored place from whic h
to do this, as it was difficult to see from anywhere on the ship . This mail
was quite unofficial and is usually called "wild dropmail ." These acceptance s
are not included in the official count of pieces of mail dropped . This card
was a "wild dropmail." The throwing of mail from the airship by passenger o r
crew was against the regulations of the Zeppelin company and against th e
decree of the German post office .
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collecto r
Heinz Lippman

by Rudy Schaelchli

This 83 year old AHPS member lives in Canad a
and calls himself a self-taught collector . He is usually
surprised when reading TELL that so many writers of
articles seem to know so much more than he does . He
replied to my request for a collector bio with a three-
page letter from a computer. I apologize for needing to
consolidate that to fit the column, but will try t o
include all the interesting parts .

Heinz's first contact with stamp collecting wa s
during the German inflation in 1923, living in Berli n
at about the age of 7. His father used to bring large
quantities of useless inflation money home . With his
elder brother he visited the post offices in th e
neighborhood and purchase at that time valueles s
sheets of inflation stamps, storing the horde of 400-
500 sheets in a corner of a room . His mother, in one
of her periodic cleaning efforts, threw them all out !
The boys hoped to save them to sell in later years ,
making a fortune . His father, collecting pre-German
states, was pleased that his son showed interest i n
the hobby and gave him material he did not need for
his collection . The growing collection was packed up
in a trunk when the family moved to South Africa in
1933 . However, the German customs authority wa s
afraid it contained valuable German items ;and
confiscated all of it .

While in South Africa, he had a large
correspondence with several countries and the issue s
from the new country, so he assembled a nice
collection, all stored in shoe boxes . Later he worked
for a large company and that gave him an opportunit y
to add to his treasurer .

His start with Swiss stamps came with a visi t
to that country. He liked the beauty of the stamps ,
subscribed to the PTT new issue service, joined a loca l
stamp club and participated in their auctions, joine d
an exchange club and bought older stamps whenever
he could .

Heinz and his family immigrated to Canada i n
1975 and he finally found the time to wash and sort
the stamps he had stored in boxes, 16 of them. He
developed about 10 different country collections, bu t
later sold some of them . Through TELL he found a
connection in the US that supplied him with Swis s
stamps in exchange for Canadian . He is especially
interested in Dienstmarken and was able to acquire a
good collection . But recently his eye sight started to
fail and he gave all collections, except Switzerland, t o
his grandchildren . and the oldest grandson i s
supposed to look after them .

Not knowing any better in his early years, Hein z
hinged the mint stamps in his albums, but years late r
he was able to replace them. However, he is keener
on used stamps, mounted in 12 binders of his own
pages .

Heinz hopes that after his cataract operation h e
will see enough to continue with his lifelong hobby an d
we wish him the best of luck . The big problem he an d
many older collectors face is, what will happen to hi s
collection and he asks readers of TELL about some
advice. His wife and son are not interested and his
grandchildren are not interested to learn all they
should about Swiss stamps . He might sell some of
them over the next few years as it would be foolish t o
let his wife sell them to perhaps an unscrupulous
person who would take advantage of her .

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector -
Lloyd Lippert

by Rudy Schaelchli

The well organized book shelf tells us tha t
Lloyd is a dedicated collector . We can notice a
Zumstein, some Scotts, World Wide Stamp Almanacs ,
and others related volumes in the picture .

Our 51 year old member started out with a
Bachelors and Masters Degree in Music . He spent the
next 12 years after graduation as a professiona l
musician, playing trumpet with a symphony and
teaching music in various colleges . He went back to
school in the mid-80's to study accounting, becoming a
CPA in 1990 .

Lloyd started collecting as a child, took a
lengthy break and took up the hobby again in 1977 .
Initially he tried to form a worldwide collection, but h e
realized that limiting the areas would be mor e
realistic and rewarding . He started with Switzerland
about 1983 when he also joined the AHPS . He was
lured to Switzerland's stamps by their artistic nature ,
their excellent appreciation and conservative issuing
policy .

His collecting interests are fairly general .
Lloyd tells us that he is no authority in any area bu t
appreciates all periods . His membership in the AHP S
has helped him to grow in knowledge and enjoymen t
in the Swiss area and hopes that later he can be mor e
active in the Society and volunteer his services in some
way .

This Californian does not know any particular
person that influenced him to collect, but applauds
the efforts of so many people to introduce today's
youth to stamp collecting . He feels that despite the
age of computers and electronics, stamp collecting wil l
flourish for the foreseeable future .
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"A Postal Rate Challenge"
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

Shown here is the kind of cover postal historians love. The cover came to me with the following
explanation: 'Very interesting cover from Switzerland to France, underfranked and 70 centimes French postag e
due stamps affixed . Redirected to Cannes, French 50 centimes postage due stamp affixed . Refused and
returned to Swiss sender, large Swis s
T strike and postage due charged . "

January 1999

So let's look at what we know
and what requires more explanation .
The letter began its journey on 30
March 1925 in Geneva, franked with
20 centimes. At that time the correc t
postage rate for France was 3 0
centimes but the rate for the border
zone was only 20 centimes .
Destination of the letter was Evian
which the sender may hav e
erroneously assumed was in the
French border zone . The map shows
that Evian is just beyond the 30
kilometer "as-the-crow-flies" distanc e
from Geneva, so the letter was indeed
10 centimes underfranked .

In Cannes it appears that delivery
was attempted and refused becaus e
of the postage due on the letter . . .see
text lower right (in red ink) . The
Cannes postmark on the 50 centime
postage due stamp is 3 April 1925 .
Now here the trail becomes a bi t
fuzzy. There is a purple marking o n
the top front "Refused . . .Return to
Sender." This is probably from th e
post office in Cannes . Why the 50
centime charge in Cannes? Is that th e
fee for returning the letter to th e
sender? Or the forwarding fee from
Evian?

(Continued on page 19 )
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Since Evian is not far fro m
Geneva the letter arrived there th e
next day, 31 March 1925, but the
addressee had moved to Cannes . The
Evian post office taxed the letter with
70 centimes. Why? Etter (see long-
running postage due series in the BBZ) calls this a "Formula 2 Case" in which one multiplies the actual postag e
paid over the correct postage by 2 and by the correct postage in the country of destination . For our letter th e
postage paid is 20 rappen, the correct postage is 30 rappen and the correct letter postage in France is 50
centimes . It looks like this: 20/30 x 2 x 50 = 66 2/3, rounded off to 70 centimes . In any event, the 3 stamp s

added and postmarked in Evian were
crossed out in violet, indicating n o
collection of the 70 centimes wa s
made. (Crossed out in Evian . . .or later
in Cannes when the delivery wa s
refused?)



Interspace Pair Hole Size
by Richard H. Barton

This is a follow-up article to my article 'Ho w
Large is the Hole', TELL July 1998 . In that article I
discussed the theory (not mine) that there are actually
three different hole sizes rather than the two listed in
Zumstein and requested members measure the size o f
the holes in their interspace pairs, so that I migh t
research the issue and establish a data base .

I gave a talk at MILCOPEX on September 17 ,
1998 for HELVETIA 98 in which I reviewed my data .
At the same time I saw the card that was included i n
the '1999 Schweizer Briefmarken Katalog' showing the
three hole sizes (right) .

Interspace pairs were a result of sheets o f
stamps printed for booklets . These sheets were
printed in master sheets of 400 spaces, broken dow n
into 4 - 100 space sheets consisting of 90 stamps an d
10 blank spaces . All blank spaces were supposed t o
be punched with holes (up to 1927) or wit h
perforations (after 1927) to prevent counterfeiting . All
such interspace pairs are Se-Tenent, or in the same
direction . There exist interspace pairs that are no t
punched or perforated and some of these are Tête-
Bêche, or in the opposite direction . The latter are
interspace pairs crossing over between two 100 spac e
sheets from the master sheet . Since the booklets with
stamps in the first interspace pairs appeared startin g
in 1909, these early issues would have the hole size
punched in those sheets .

Size
There does indeed appear to be more than two

hole sizes as well as round and not so round holes ,
but there is insufficient evidence to claim that there
are three distinct hole sizes . The smaller 9mm holes
are round, while the larger sizes frequently have a fla t
side, which accounts for some of the variation in th e
measurements in my data in the 10.5 -11 .3mm size
(graph below) .

	

The early issues (S1-S14) were

predominantly round with diameters between 10 .5-
11 .0 mm, while the latter issues (S15-S23 )
predominately had a flat side on a 11 .0 mm hole .
There were three examples greater than 11 .0mm and
they were round . Supposedly the flat side was the
result of punching multiple sheets at a time , causing
the paper to bend as the hole was punched . This
would be likely if the punch was shovel shaped at th e
cutting edge to make it easier to go through multipl e
sheets . Since all samples were not measured by th e
same person, or even with the same instrument, a
0.2mm variation due to measurement inconsistencie s
would be expected. Most likely the variation in th e
10 .5mm to 11.3mm round holes are the result of th e
use of different punches .

Dates of use
Unfortunately, I did not have sufficient use d

data samples to confirm the dates of use for th e
different sizes. The earliest 9mm cancel was
September 10, 1925 and the earliest 11mm cance l
was July 11, 1923 . All three examples greater than
11 .0mm were mint . I do not believe that the dates
shown on the card are correct, as there are numerou s
examples of issues before 1923 with 10 .5 mm holes .
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All samples submitted for stamps used i n
booklets up to 1921 were of the 11mm size . Likewis e
the three samples greater than 11 .0mm were fo r
stamps that would have been used in the 1924 - 192 7
booklets . Thus the dates on the card to do follow th e
usage in booklets . I would be more inclined to believe
the following dates of usage :

11 mm round 1909 - 192 7
11 mm w/flat side 1921 - 192 7

9 mm round 1925 - 1927

Summary
There were definitely more than two diameter

punches used to make the single holes in th e
interspace pairs, and one of them is probabl y
11 .3mm. However there were multiple diamete r
punches used between 10 .5mm and 11 .3mm. Thus
it does not seem realistic to specify only three hol e
sizes. Rather the present classification of the nominal
9mm and 11mm diameter holes is a rational basis fo r
classification . A better case could be made for a sub
classification for the holes with a flat side, but at bes t
that would be a minor variety, not a separate issue .

Initially the holes were very round and probably
punched a few sheets at a time . Around 1921 the flat
sided holes began to appear . At that time the PT T
may have started punching a large number of sheet s
at a time, or it changed the design of the punch to
create the flat sided hole .

Caveat Emptor
Only Michel has attempted to price the 10 .5mm vs .

11 .3mm holes and in those few cases they catalogu e
the value of the 10.5mm similar to the much mor e
expensive 9mm hole . That is absurd! Especially sinc e
all examples submitted were of the 10 .5mm size with
none of the 11.3mm size .

It would be very easy to punch a hole of a large r
diameter, so one has to be very careful in the case s
were the larger hole size is valued at a premium to th e
9mm hole size . There are three examples in the 1999
SBK to be aware of. These are :

Catalogue #s mint used
S19 vs. S32 2100 vs. 600 7500 vs . 2500
S21 vs. S28 2100 vs. 600 7500 vs . 2500
S22 vs. S26 220 vs . 65 1900 vs. 325

Survey
12 collectors, including one from England ,

contributed 146 data samples, of which 16 sample s
were used, 11 with clear cancel dates, of which three
were on cover . All single hole interspace pairs, S1 -
S33, were represented by at least one sample, with
the mean being 4 samples .

I will continue to add to the data base and
would appreciate any new data . If new data provides
sufficient evidence to change my conclusions, I wil l
submit another article for publication in TELL .

I thank all 12 collectors for their assistance .

Postal Rate Challenge (Cont. from Pg. 17)
Now the story really gets interesting . In the

center front is a black round marking, very hard to
read, saying 14 April 1925 and appearing very
British! The text in the circle looks like "LONDON" a t
the top and "F.S .20" at the bottom. Was this letter
really in London? If so, why? Can anyone confirm tha t
the round black marking is really a British type mark ?

The letter arrived back in Geneva on 20 Apri l
1925 where it was taxed at 10 centimes . Why? Is the
large "T 33 1/3 Or" Swiss ?

To make the story more interesting, the revers e
of the cover bears two markings, a violet 40F and a
blue 20 that is crossed out .

All explanations to the author please . . .all wil l
be published . As of this writing the questions are
"legitimate" as the answers are truly unknown .

Letter to the Editor

Re: Our Election Proces s
The election for AHPS officers and directors is

over Was this a fair and correct election process? Tim e
has come to air and clean up the election process a s
the ballot left much to be desired .

In the first place there was only one membe r
nominated for each office . How does one have a choice
in voting then, or in some cases not voting, for th e
nominee? I believe there should be two member s
proposed for any office at all times, and not just one I s
the AHPS any better than the national elections ,
where for each office there are at least 2 candidates
(Democrat and Republican) if not more ?

A second, and equally important problem, was
that there was no advance written notice to th e
membership to submit any names to the nominating
committee for their consideration . The president ha s
the duty to appoint a nominating committee according
to the by-laws of the AHPS and inform th e
membership thereof in due time . This was a serious
oversight .

Then there is the question whether a Presiden t
should be a member of the nominating committee ,
much less be chair of the committee . Inquiries to the
APS, Collectors Club, SIP, and others reveal that a
President should NEVER be a member thereof.

This election had another flaw . Is it appropriate
for the committee to propose a nominee for an office,
whether it be an officer or director, who is not engage d
in or have a priority for matters pertaining to Swis s
philately? It appears that even AHPS has fallen
victim to big time politics . This should be reviewed ,
based on the constitution and by-laws of the AHPS .

It is sincerely suggested that some of ou r
members, who are attorneys in their professiona l
lives, examine the constitution and by-laws to see
whether there has been a serious infraction of this
just passed election and its procedures .

It will be most interesting to see a publishe d
report of the voting results .

	

John Steinberg

January 1999
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1999 Zumstein Switzerland/Liechtenstei n
92nd annual edition published by Messrs . Zumstein & Cie ., Prop . Hertsch & Co., P .O. Box CH 3000 Ber n

7, Switzerland . Soft bound, 608 pages, in German and French, with an English introduction, size 5 1/2 by 8" ,
with prices in Swiss Francs . Prices are listed for mint stamps beginning with 1907, hinged since 1845, used ,
FDC' and stamps on covers . All illustrations are in full colours as well as varieties. Price Fr. 20.00 plus
postage .

New features this year include stamps issued by the Swiss post international for use on picture postcards
mailed from Italy. In addition thereto a "Quick Search" index has been inserted to simplify locating stamps of a
particular issue which are catalogued chronologically on various pages and eliminates searching . An additiona l
new first is an annex of "glossary of philatelic terms" in English . All in all it is a much-improved catalogue .

1999 SchweizerBriefmarken Katalog
Swiss Dealer Catalogue

Published by Multipress AG, Reinach, Switzerland, Soft bound, 636 pages, in German and French, siz e
51/2 by 8", with prices in Swiss Francs . A French only edition is also available . Covered are Switzerland ,
Liechtenstein, and UNO Geneva. Prices are listed for mint never hinged, hinged, used, blocks, FDCs and o n
cover. All illustrations are in full color . Price Sfr 23 .-plus postage .

The Swiss dealer association issues this catalogue . The most important varieties with color prints ar e
listed therein . It furthermore contains a complete listing of the Swiss expert members together with their
addresses and areas of expertise .
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